Variants of DNA polymerase Beta extend mispaired DNA due to increased affinity for nucleotide substrate.
DNA polymerase beta offers an attractive system to study the biochemical mechanism of polymerase-dependent mutagenesis. Variants of DNA polymerase beta, Y265F and Y265W, were analyzed for misincorporation efficiency and mispair extension ability, relative to wild-type DNA polymerase beta. Our data show that the fidelity of the mutant polymerases is similar to wild-type enzyme on a one-nucleotide gapped DNA substrate. In contrast, with a six-nucleotide gapped DNA, the mutant proteins are slightly more accurate than the wild-type enzyme. The mutagenic potential of Y265F and Y265W is more pronounced when encountering a mispaired DNA substrate. Here, both variants can extend a G:G mispair quite efficiently, and Y265F can also extend a T:G mispair. The kinetic basis of the increased mispair extension efficiency is due to an improved ability to bind to the incoming nucleotide. Y265W extends the G:G mispair even with an incorrect nucleotide substrate. Overall, our results demonstrate that the Y265 hinge residue is important for stabilizing the architecture of the nucleotide binding pocket of DNA polymerase beta, and that alterations of this residue can have significant impacts upon the fidelity of DNA synthesis.